
Billy Butlin
Part One

Hello everybody, I'm pleased to meet you. My name is Billy Butlin and I've come here today to tell you all 
about my fantastic holiday camps for families.

Here, in this seaside town of Minehead (indicate the space where the drama activity has been taking 
place), something special is happening; I am building a holiday camp.

A holiday camp was a fairly new idea until recently because many people in Britain had never been able 
to afford a holiday before. Have any of you children been on holiday before?

Goodness me, you must all be very rich!

For a very good price, my holiday camps provide visitors with comfortable accommodation, delicious 
food (cooked by our very own on-site chefs) and plenty of things to see and do.

This is the bit I need your help with...

...I would love some ideas about the kinds of entertainment you think I should include in my new Minehead 
Holiday Camp. It is being built as we speak, but I would like some advice on what to include there. I want 
my holiday camp to be a relaxing place for hardworking families to come to.

We want families to be able to come to Billy Butlin's holiday camp to switch off and spend time together. 
Watch this film to find out more about the kinds of activities we would love to include.

I'd love some more ideas from you all.

Thank you!
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Dear Mr. Butlin,

Thank you for your planning request for the new Minehead Holiday Camp.

We think this development will be a real asset to the local community, bringing in much needed revenue 
for the local economy and sharing the beautiful coastal landscape that this area has to offer.

Based on estimates of vastly increased visitor numbers for the holiday camp, we now feel it is necessary 
to improve access to the seafront by building a road through the coastal area.

This holiday camp is very exciting for the local town and we hope you will find a way to build the road.

Do not hesitate to contact me if you need to.

Yours Sincerely,

Mr. James Spartan

Head of Somerset County Council

https://vimeo.com/64139302
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Part Two

Go back into the role of Billy Butlins and deliver this bombshell:

Billy Butlin: I need to get rid of two sections of the seaside to build this road. Which two areas do you 
think I should build on?

(This should create debate and discussion between the children and may result in them wanting to take 
further action...)

e.g. protest posters

e.g. letters of complaint to the council

e.g. persuading Billy Butlin not to open his camp there

e.g. alternative answers to the problem of traffic

e.g. ways of protecting the wildlife e.g. building a Sea Creatures Centre

(These are all possible cross-curricular links with English)


